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Selected texts and Music Software. Rank of Assistant Professor of Music 2 semesters. Rhythm: Changing Meters. Pitch: Pandiatonicism. Pitch:

Music Theory Fundamentals Designed course and was sole instructor. Guided ear training TA, and tutored students with special needs in Aural Skills.

setting, and twelve-tone composition 2 semesters. Assisted Prof. David Rakowski in presenting course lectures on topics including scale resources, tonal theme and variation technique, Passacaglia, text-

reviews using materials included in Ear Training Set course goals, methods and examination standards, and selected materials. Ear Training Boot-Camp Conducted popular daily lunch-hour ear training Assistant. Ear Training 23 Supervised and coached Teaching Assistant.

Three final compositions were required from each student solo flute, solo piano, and flute piano duo. Ear Training 21 Trained, monitored, and coached

analysis. Harmony 23 In music 23 included post-tonal theory and analysis with intensive compositional study.


Full Name Comment goes here. Are you sure you want to Yes No. Paula

being performed. Pass the pattern: A more challenging version of this is to have students form two straight lines.

beat or chime or when the music stops. The teacher claps patterns. Students respond one measure later while continually absorbing the pattern currently

Students walk to the beat of music piano, drum, etc. Students move while the music is playing and freeze when the music stops or the teacher yells out a

duration, melody, form, phrase, and pitch.

the rhythm, and the phrasing depending on the exercise. Children are introduced to key musical elements such as meter, dynamics, rhythms, tempo,

Movement that stays stationary is called non-locomotor, while movement that moves through space is locomotor. Regardless of the type, movements

Time: Tempo rate of speed and duration fast, moderate, slow.

Each movement involves time, space, and force, and all three should be taken into account when moving, paying close attention to the musical attributes

Another component of the method concerns improvisation, which helps students sharpen their spontaneous reactions and physical responses to music.

Eurhythmics begins with ear training, or solfege, to develop the inner musical ear.

Emile-Jacques Dalcroze believed that every musician should strive to be sensitive and expressive, and to express music through purposeful movement,

which sensation returns to the brain to form emotions, which deepens the significance of the experience. The Dalcroze philosophy centers on the concept

The ultimate goal is to develop total cognitive and kinesthetic awareness through sound. The music acts as a stimulus to which the body responds, after

Emile-Jacques Dalcroze is a Swiss educator best known for eurhythmics, which incorporates rhythm, structure, and musical expression with movement.

example, because improvising music is far more complex than imitating basic patterns, the latter is required in order to perform the former.

Rhythms can relate to the melody or text from a piece of music. His approach begins on a holistic level, where the student experiences the whole song,

Microbeats are shorter than macrobeats and represent the equal division of the macrobeat. Melodic rhythm refers to any rhythmic patterns in a piece.

The student at this point is discovering music on his or her own. Rhythmic learning concerns understanding three basic concepts: the macrobeat, the

already learned.

and aural and rhythmic patterns. Inference learning occurs conceptually, where the student is able to identify, create, and improvise with musical materials

leads to music comprehension

Moreover, both music aptitude and music achievement are dependent on audiation; i. Most importantly, music thinking goes beyond mere imitation and

with music aptitude. As with other human learning potentials, there is a wide range of music aptitude levels distributed among the human population.

we are lacking in terminology to explain all of the complex processes that go on with music learning and listening. According to Gordon, we are each born

Edwin Gordon developed his Music Learning Theory after years of music research and studies. Like many other researchers before him, Gordon realized

He collected dozens of folk songs from his native Hungary and used them in his method. These syllables are taught sequentially as well, and begin from

Discrimination learning occurs by rote, and occurs when a teacher teaches the basic building blocks of music—vocabulary

basic note values i. Pattye Cesarow.